Binding of iron to the 5th component of human complement directs oxygen radical-mediated conversion to specific sites and causes nonenzymic activation.
It was earlier found that hydroxyl radicals (OH.) generated in a fluid phase system, convert human C5 to an activated, C5b-like form without cleavage. For the conversion catalytic amounts of divalent iron were necessary; upon their oxidation OH. are generated. In view of the extraordinary reactivity of OH. their specific effect on C5 was surprising. It has now turned out that C5 binds iron, about 13-15 Fe ions per molecule C5. C5 was fully bound to iron-loaded Chelating Sepharose and in this way removed form the medium. Only at the sites where iron is bound, is OH. generation possible. The half-life of OH. is extremely short and hence the radicals can act on C5 only in the immediate environment of the binding sites for iron. In this way the oxidative change of C5, induced by the radicals, is restricted to some sites on the molecule determined by the iron binding. The hydroxyl radical scavenger, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), is unable to interfere with the conversion of C5 by OH. generated on iron-Sepharose, it does not reach the site of reaction in that system. In fluid phase systems DMSO does inhibit the conversion of C5 to C5b-like C5.